
Call for Papers
Embedded Digitalitee

5-7 April 2018 in Baeel, Switzerland 

Conference on digital anthropology organized by the secton  “igitzaton in everyday life” of
the German Associaton of Cultural Anthropology and Folklore Studies together with the

Swiss Associaton of Volkskunde (SGV),  Archiv für Volkskunde and Tsantsa,  the Journal of the
Swiss anthropological associatonn

Venue: Insttute of Cultural Anthropology and European Ethnology,  Basel University
Organisaton: P“ “r Ina “ietzsch,  “rn “avid Bozzini,  “rn Sabine Eggmann

The working group  “igitzaton in Everyday Life” was founded in 2011 and since then has
held debates and organized several conferences on questons of digitzaton and digitalityn
To  name  but  a  few,   Concepts  and  Theories  of  “igitzaton”  in  Hamburg  2014,   “igital
Practces”  in  FrankfurtM.n  2015  and   (H)ackitvism  and  Partcipatonn  On  the  Politcal
“imension of the “igital” in .arburg 2016n 

Up untl now discussions have been dominated by the exploraton of a wide range of digital
phenomena,  emphasizing their specifc dimensions and logicsn However,  given the fact that
digital  phenomena,  processes and infrastructures play an important  role in almost every
aspect of  everyday  life,  digitzaton is  on its  way to becoming a core issue in social  and
cultural  anthropologyn  The conference  Embedded “igitalites” aims to consider this shif
and therefore to focus on  the digital” as a relatonal constructn It will draw its atenton to a
variety  of  ways  in  which  digital  media,  technologies,  ideologies  and  infrastructures  are
embedded in everyday lifen We encourage contributons that anthropologically refect on the
embeddedness  of  the  digital  in  social  life  in  various  waysn  Focusing  on  the  following
questons,  contributors are invited to discuss the social,  economic,  politcal,  and cultural
embeddedness of digital technologies and infrastructures based on diferent theoretcal and
methodological  approachesn  What  is  the  relevance  of  the  digital  when  entangled  with
specifc situatons during the research processn What kind of power structures are at play in
specifc  research  situatonsn  What  agency  is  provided  or  preventedn  How  is  agency
distributed or complicity generatedn 

Embeddedness can be understood in several ways:

1. How  are diferent  notons  of  digitzaton  embedded in  distnct  language  (English, 
German,  French) and disciplinary discoursesn What are the diferences and where do
or where should the diferent discourses converge in productve waysn

2. The omnipresence of digital technologies in everyday life leads to the pervasiveness
of digitality into every anthropological research topic in a variety of waysn  How can
the  relevance  of  digital  mechanisms  be  grasped  and  defned in  specifc  research
situatons as well as for the social dynamics of the feldn In what ways does digitality
interfere with diverse sensory,  atmospheric and material elementsn How does the
digital  logic  of  bits  and databases,  or  the language of  digitzaton,  penetrate non-
digital languages by the transmission of metaphors,  idioms and expressionsn To what



extent  can  a   non-digital-centric  approach  (Pink  2016)  to  digital  media  be
appropriate  to  the  omnipresence  of  the  digitaln  What  are  the  consequences  for
potental research resultsn

3. Technological transformatons have altered research practces and knowledge work
in many waysn How do diferent mediated communicatons with research partcipants
impact the research processn How are computer-based methods of documentaton, 
organizaton and analysis of research data and research practces performed when
using digital technologiesn How are conventonal and digital means of publicaton in
academia  interconnected  within  diferent  research  designsn  Furthermore,  we
encourage partcipants to share their experiences in using and developing research
sofware as well as their experiences with electronic interactons (online or ofine) in
empirical researchn What kind of results can be expected from  these new ways of
conductng researchn 

Please send abstracts of 1500 characters maxn in English or German with a short academic
bio as well as a short explanaton of the focus of your research by October 15,  2017 to:
moritzndolinga@studnunibasnchn 

Further  inquiries  about  the  conference  can  be  directed  to  the   Seminar  für
Kulturwissenschaf und Europpische Ethnologie” of Basel University to either:

P“ “r Ina “ietzsch
inandietzsch@unibasnch 
 Teln: 0041 61 207 18 59M1241 oder 1242n

“rn “avid Bozzini

davidnbozzini@unibasnch

mailto:moritz.dolinga@stud.unibas.ch
mailto:david.bozzini@unibas.ch

